
THERE’S nothing better than 

a little vacay (especially when 

someone else is paying). But 

traveling can be such a hassle! 

The planning alone can exhaust 

you, but then you gotta worry 

about packing, navigating 

and then having to enjoy and 

retain all the fabulousness 

you’re taking in—we’re a little 

stressed just thinking about it! 

Thank goodness we get to tell 

you about three things to make 

traveling easier!

TINY PACKS, HUGE HELP
IF WE lose one more bottle of 

age-defying eye cream because 

it’s over the 3.5 fl  oz limit...well, 

that’s a thing of the past, now! 

Not because TSA has changed 

its rules, but because 3fl oz.

com has come to our rescue.

This life-saver-of-a-

website carries all your favorite 

grooming brands and personal 

care products—all 3 ounces 

or less! Whether you want to 

pick and choose between all 

the Anthony For Men, Art Of 

Shaving or any of the dozens of 

other quality brands, or go with 

the ready-made kits (including 

the Men on The Go pack), 

your 3fl oz.com order can be 

shipped anywhere in the world, 

including auto upgrades to 

overnight shipping if your fl ight 

is leaving within 72 hours!

PASSPORT PROTECTOR
REMEMBER when you used to 

tell someone you were about 

to travel overseas and then 

had to sit through 30 minutes 

of warnings about not having 

your passport stolen? You 

can cut those “opinions” by 

others short now by simply 

telling them you are smart 

enough to be carrying a Kena 

Kai DataSafe Wallet. And 

more than just good looks, 

we’re thinking this passport 

wallet is the only way to do 

international travel because 

it protects against a different 

type of threat.  

No, not the language-

barrier tourist trap. Identity 

theft. Kena Kai Wallets 

and Passport Wallets 

use an exclusive radio-

frequency blocking 

lining to protect 

the personal data 

stored on the 

documents and cards 

that we can’t travel without. 

That means no sci-fi  trickery 

where thieves can steal by 

scanning. Because in our 

techno age, troublemakers 

don’t need the physical docs 

anymore, just the info onthem. 

The collection, tested 

and approved that meet the 

government’s strict new 

security guidelines, is available 

starting at $50 at kenakai.com.

TACTILE MEMORIES
FLIPPING through photo 

albums and hour-long 

slide shows of your 

vacation are so 

yesterday. Show 

off where ya been—

and refresh your own 

memory–via a Globee. 

Part souvenir/part city map, 

Globees are crafted pieces of 

art that highlight famous spots 

and streets in some of the best 

cities in the world! 

From the skyscrapers of 

New York to the remnants of 

the wall in Berlin, each Globee 

shows off the unique and 

interesting in cities worthy 

of a prominent place on your 

bookshelf. Plus, each Globee 

also comes with a detailed 

16-page booklet explaining the 

signifi cant sites—so you sound 

like you were even paying 

attention during that bus tour. 

Go to globee.co.uk
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Robin Hood
9/21

Kylie
10/19

Psycho
10/19

Alien Anthology
10/26

The Rocky 

Horror Picture 

Show
9/21

Get Him 
To The Greek 

9/28

CLEARLY we’ve been spending too much time closing 

down the bars and not enough time organizing our 

Prize Patrol. Because what started off as a goulish-

themed giveaway has turned into a menagerie of 

movies! Throw in a little Kylie, coupled with some 

aliens, cross-dressers an a psycho (both in Russell 

Brand and Hitchcock), and what do you get? Instinct’s 

Halloween cauldron of swag!

How do you get to bob in our bucket? Tell us your big 

Halloween plans for 2010—in 150 words or less—and 

e-mail your entry, along with your full name, mailing 

address, preferred title and format to prizepatrol@

instinctmag.com!

PRIZE PATROL: 
       SWAG SWAP

TRAVELING LIGHT
Three practical ideas that will make your before, during and after vacation a breeze   T E X T  Obie Espinosa


